More than anything, Pinkalicious loves pink! Look at the grid of letters below. Hidden inside are different words.

Using the word bank, find and circle the words. Words can be horizontal or vertical. Have a pinkatastic time!

Word Bank
- candy
- cupcake
- pink
- flower
- fairy
- sparkle
- glitter
- star

P I N K A F N R
R E L Y P I L S A
T T F F I O P C
S T A R N W A A
G L I T T E R N
G N R I R R K D
L R Y Y Y O L Y
C U P C A K E I
Greenatastic Word Game!

Below are pictures of what Pinkalicious finds in her park. Can you help her spell them? Use the pictures next to the words and some of the letters that have been filled in to help complete each one!

1. S__O__

2. A__L__ C__R__

3. T__C__P

4. ___W___I___

5. T__I__ A___T

6. B__A__P__L__
Pinkalicious Goes to the Park!

Help Pinkalicious and her brother, Peter, find the park by guiding them through the maze below!

START

END
Pinkamazing Maze!

Help Pinkalicious find her way to the kitchen so she can make all the treats in the Pinkalicious Cupcake Cookbook!
Amazing Maze!

Help Peter find his way through the maze to the top of his block tower!
Out of this World Word Search!

Use the word bank to find and circle the words in the puzzle. Words can be horizontal, vertical, and diagonal. Have a Peterrific time!

Word Bank:

Tower
Block
Moon
Star
Space
Climb
Create
Build

Word Bank:

R B U M I E T A E R C V K I J
J Z N R H I C M R O E K C P E
S K Q L E I Q X D C Y W O A G
E Q S P F W Q T A N M V L A
R L C W B Z O P K Y G I B B D
N I Y C C U S T D X E Y P S J
W U M J K S I N C U D T B G Z
C L I M B V H L N Q W K O R L
W R W O O T Q I D D S I J B P
I N M O V D Q P I T N J B K I
Z O D N O C T A A W V A C X V
U Q I C W I U R K F O G P Z K
R T N Z R R Z D V R Z I S P O
V U C J Z Z B D X W O I L A S
E I P Z V H A R V D H V U G D
Peterrific Word Game!

Below are pictures of what Peter uses to create his tower! Can you help him spell them? Use the pictures next to the words, and some of the letters that have been filled in to help complete each one!

1) B __ C __

2) G __ __

3) __ __ P __

4) P __ C __ __

5) S L __ __ Y

6) C __ Y __ __
Peterrific

Draw Your Own Tower!

Use the space below to draw the tower of your dreams!
Be creative and use your imagination, just like Peter!
Cut out this star. Trace around it on a piece of yellow or gold cardstock or other heavy paper. Then cut out that star and use to make your Pinkalicious Magic Wand.